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                                Abstract

    The impulse response was derived for a Kompfner null coupler in which

a forward wave and an O-type fast space-charge wave were passively coupled.

The derivation of the equations ls based on Barnes' analysis of the coupled-

mode systems.

    It was found that if the forward wave is driven with an impulse, the

response of the fast space-charge wave consists of a sharply defined RF pulse,

of constant maximum amplitude, in which the length increases linearly with

both time and distance of propagation.

                            1. Introduction

    The impulse response of active contraflow systems of infinite and finite

lengths were given by Bobroff and Haus'). Their results describe the buildup

of oscillation in various types of backward wave oscillators2'3) and the buildup

of stimulated Brillouin scattering`'5). The impulse response of passiv,e forward

wave system of an infinite length was shown by Barnes6). In this paper

Barnes' ana!ysis was modified to a Kompfner null coupler. While the present

work is related to that of Barnes, new parameters are required because of the

uncoupled ca-P characteristics of the fast space-charge wave.
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           wave may be neglected. In this case, the type of

             the frequency-domain coupled-mode equations6･7)

      -]'P.(1+Cb)ai(z, tu)+ci2cx2(z, tu), (1)

    =:: C2iai(z, (v)-]'(B,-P,)a2(2, a)), (2)

      frequency-domain amplitude of the forward circuit wave,

frequency-domain amplitude of the fast space-charge wave, P. is

        constant, C is the gain parameter, b is the velocity

           the deviation of the uncoupled circuit phase velocity

              defined by

                                                  (3)

             velocity and w. is the phase velocity, P, is the

             constant, defined by

                                                  (4)

   space-charge parameter and 4QCx1 in actual devlces, and ciz

         coupling coeflicients per unit length between the two

         assumed to be uniform over the }ength of the coupler,

        coeflicients are independent of the length. The modes

             In the absence of coupling, P,(1+bC) aRd P,-P,
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are positive and the phase velocities of both waves are in the positive 2-direc-

tion. For weak coupling it is assumed that the mutual coupling coeflicients

are small compared with P.(1+bC) and P,-B, and, furthermore, it is assumed

that P,(1+bC)=P.-P,. The group velocities are in the same directions for

the two modes, and it follows that

where k is given by

        k=:=VP2C312Pq =Pe CIV2 (49C)'i`･ (7)
    Solut!ons of the coupled rnode equations (1) and (2) are of the form erx

the propagation constants are

        ri,2 H- -j'(P.±Pb), (8)
where

        2Pa=Pe(1+Cb)+Pe-Pq=2PeftPeC(b-V42C), (9)
        Pb=+(lci2]2+PZ)'!2-=p.c[2v4lac"+b+V44QC]'!2, (io)

        2Pfi=Pe(1+Cb)-(Pe-Pq)=PeC(b+V42C)) (11)
        Ic,,l2-P2C3/2P, :::: I92C2/2(42C)'/2. (12)

It should be noted that ri and r2 are purely imaginary, and there can be no

exponentially growing or decaying solutions. This coupling is called "passive

mode coupling or co-fiow hermitian coupling"6''). The behavior of this type

of a coupled-mode system, for an input that varies sinusoidal!y with time,

consists of the familiar periodic interchange of power between the two modes.

    Now, provided that ai(O, ca) and a2(O, to) are the frequency-domain ampli-

tudes at the beginning of the coupling region, the complete solutions of Eqs.

(1) and (2) are given by

    ai(z, a)) == e-jp"g[(cos pbz-v' Bpt,' sin pbz)ai(o, co)+(!Zp7ik sin p,z)a,(o, a))],

                                                                (13)

    a,(x, ca)= e-'PaZ[(- jik, sin Pbz)ai(O, te)+(cos Pbz+1' Ppf,' sin Pb2)a2(O, tu)].

                                                                (14)

Assume initially that all the power Pl. is on the forward wave circuit, hence
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        2Iai(O,to)12=L., ' (15)
        a,(o,te)=:=O. .' ' (16)
It is seen that the average power on the forward wave is given by

        PL(z)-Pi.(1-Fsin2Pbx), (17)
whereas the average power on the fast space-charge wave is given by

        A(2) :== Rn-R(Z)･ (18)
Figure 2 shows a sketch of .Pl(2) and a(x) in this case, in which

        F=- [1+ Pq(PtepCwu2bc'usLP2Q/1]-' .. [1+ (b+V42C2)2(4QC)'!2]"i, (lg)

is the maximum fraction of power transfered.

    Consider that, before coupling, the propagation constafits of two modes

were identical at the frequency too, i. e., '

        bo=-Pqo!PeoC, (20)
so that

        F at to,!iilib=1, (21)
        Pao ==: Peo-Pqo == Peo(1-CV 42C)) (22)

        Bbe =:= fe) (23)
and

    From Eqs. (17) and (18), the power carried by the two modes is found

to be

        P, (z)=R. cos2 kz, (25)
        a(z)-R.sin2kz. (26)
It is seen that complete power transfer takes place in a length given by

         kidip=={i-(2n+i)=v-2-kSic),,,, n-::O,±i,±2,････ (27)

In this length, ldi,, all the power introduced into the circuit is transformed to

the fast space-charge waves on the beam. Furthermore, transfer takes place in

exactly the same way if power is initially introduced on the fast space-charge

wave, and complete power transfer will take place in the same length. The

length of slow-wave circuit required for this to occur is called the Kompfner

dip length, and such a device is the so-called Kompfner null coupler. It
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       2. Power division between two waves in the case
           where QC=1.0 and bo=-2,O.

      that for uniform coupliug, which has been treated here,

    transfer is possible only for the synchronous cases (see Fig, 2).

    The Impuise Response in the Time Domain

consider the response that this coupled system shows when the

    the modes is an impulse in time. In particular, examine the

     fast space-charge wave when the forward wave circuit is

     impulse. For weak coupling, the nature of the interaction

      upon the characteristics of the system at frequencies in the

     the frequency tuo at which the two modes equal phase velo-

      shall be able to derive some rather general results without

       make any severely restrictive assumptions about the nature

     of the forward circuit wave and the fast space-charge wave

      to-P characteristics intersect are shown in Fig. 3. If the

       two waves is weak, then the only important interaction

 frequency in the neighborhood of too, the frequency at which the

    waves have equal phase velocities. Assuming that the phase
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           Fig. 3. tu-B characteristics of the forward wave and the fast

                   space-charge wave.

constant of the forward wave can be approximated by the use of the first

two terms of a power series expansion about tuo, we have

        P.(1 + Cb) ; [I3e(1 + Cb)].=., + [ zii I9e(1 + Cb)].=.,(`t' -a'o)

                 =:=Peo(1+Cbo)+[zl,(1+Cbo)+PeoC(ill:).L.,](to-toO)'

                                                               (28)

where P,o is the electronic propagatlon constant at the frequency too, and bo

is the velocity parameter at the frequency too. It was assumed that the gain

parameter C is independent of the frequency in the neighborhood of ca,8･9,iO).

By definition of b,

         i:Il=dudb.'[IIwi"' (29)
and hence

        (2SllZ) )m=n),=- cZv`O;,o' (3o)

where v.o is the phase velocity of the forward wave at the frequency to,.

The phase velocity of the circuit for frequencies close to too is approximated

by the first two terms of a power-series expansion about to, and it follows

that

        (Mflc(lllt'21-)...,,,ZU[Zitio-Orm(1-¥PgoO)' (31)
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where w,o is the circuit group velocity when to=:=ca,.

    From Eqs. (28), (30) and (31), the approximation for phase constant of

the forward wave, for frequencies about too, can be written as

        Pe(1+Cb)=Peo(1+Cbo)+ tu-toO･ (32)
                               Xlgo

In the same way, the approximation for phase constant of the fast space-

charge wave call be shown as

        Pe in Pq :ii! (Pe - Pg)e)=tu, + [-27dEi (Pe - Pq)] .=. (to - too)

                                        o

              =I9eo-Pgo+ tu-`it'O･ (33)
                          uo

    The time-domain mode amplitudes are related to the frequency-domain

mode amplitudes by the Fourier transform relation

        a(x, t) == bi S,coa(z, tu)eiditdca+c･c･, (34)

where c.c. indicates the complex conjugate. By writing the Fourier transform

relation in the form given by Eq. (34), rather than the more familiar double-

sided form, we avoided the necessity of explicitly considering the electron-

wave interactions at negative frequencies; the negative frequencies are dealt

with automaticaily by the addition of the complex conjugate term6).

    Now consider the case where boundary conditions at 2=O are given by

        ai(O,D-ao6(t), (35)
and

        a,(o,t)-o, (36)
or

        ai(O, to)-ag, (37)
and

        a,(O, w)-O, (38)
where 6(t) is the uBit impulse and ao is a real eonstant.

    If we substitute into Eqs. (9), (10) and (11) the expressions of phase

constants given by Eqs. (32) and (33), then P,,, Pb and P,, can be written in

the form

        Pa := Peo-Pqo+{Il-(("-a'o)( i, + ,l, ), (39)
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        Pb =" [k2+t(to-too)2( vl,, ' ll, )2]i!2) (40)

and

        p,i-((o-(tio)(1-1h. (41)
                   XWgo Uol

    Further assuming that the coupling coeflicient k is a sufficiently slowly

varying function of frequency for the weak coupling case, we can approximate

it in the neighborhood of cao by a constant, namely

        k= ko+( ii:i ),.=.,(ca-teo)`u ko, (42)

where ko is the coupling coethcient at the frequency tuo.

    If we substitute into Eq. (14) the frequency conditions, given by Eqs. (37)

and <38), the expressions for phase constants, given by Eqs, (32) and (33), and

the expressions for P,,, Pb and P,. given by Eqs. (39), (40) and (41), we find

the frequency-domain amplitude of the fast space-charge wave can be written

in the form

     ct2(z, to) == -j'A2(z, to - teo) exp ( -.i [(Peo - Pqo)x + -rS"(tu -blo) (-S,r, + Lzlrme-, )Z]] '

                                                                (43)

where

        A2(z,to-too)===ao[1+Ktui?Oo)2]Ui'2sin(k,z[1+(tui?too)2]i/21,(44)

and

        tui := 2ko/( i,m--i),sm)･ (4s)

    Note that the parameter tei, which is directly proportional to the magni-

tude of the coupling coethcient ko, is a measure of the angular frequency

bandwidth of the electron-wave interaction. In terms of (o!, the criterion for

the weak-coupling case is, therefore,

    The time-domain amplitude of the fast space-charge wave is now obtained

by substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (34). The evaluation of the integral in Eq.

(34) is greatly simplified if we note that for the weak coupling case where

tu,<too, we can extend the lower limit of the integral to -oo without intro-

ducing important errors; upon doing this, we find the time-domain amplitude

is given by'i)
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a2(z, t) ==: F(z, t) sin [`ic)Ot-(PeO-PgO)Z]) (47)

where

F(x, t) ::=

 ao cai4 (tui [(t- z2,ao)( £･o -D] ii2],
(48)

Fig
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for

         2 <t< 2,
         Zto Wgo
and

        F(x, t)-O, (49)
for

        t<X or t>2.
            ZCo Zlgo
    It is seen that the response of the fast space-charge wave to an impulse

input on the forward circuit wave consists of a wave of the form sin[tuot-

(P,o-P,o)x] that is modulated in amp}itude by a single pulse. A sketch of

a typical form of the pulse envelope, as a function of z, is shown in Fig. 4.

The pulse envelope has a sharp leadlng edge that travels with velocity zto and

a sharp trailing edge that travels with velocity z,,o. The maximum amplitude

of the pulse envelope is independent of both 2 and t. The pulse enve!ope

length, measured along the z-axis, increases linearly with time. The pulse

envelope length, measured along the t-axis, increases Iinearly with x. Figure

5 shows a normalized time sequence for the pulse envelopes for the case

where zto==2vao and zto=3?ygo･

                            4. Conclusions

    A derivation of the time-domain response of a Kompfner null coupler

was presented. It is hoped that this derivation will give new inslghts into

the electron-wave interaction phenomena.

    It is necessary that further theoretical investlgations be carrled out to

determine the total energy carried by the pulse on the fast space-charge wave.

When the tu-P characteristics deviate from linearity outside of the frequency

range tuo-tui to cao+toi, the resulting effect on the sharp edges of the pulse

on the fast space-charge wave should be investigated'2).
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